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"Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp,
Or what's a heaven for?"
--Robert Browning
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CHAPTER I--LITERARY BACKGROUND

Yeats, in "Coole Park and Ballylee," wrote that he was
one of the "last romantics," for he saw the aristocratic
world to which he had become accustomed slowly disappearing.

He, like most of the other Victorians of the day, was

writing in abstract, dreamy images.

Eventually, however,

his search for a more concrete, geometrical symbol led him
away from this Victorian romanticism towards a more specific, definitive

symbolism.

In his essay "The Symbolism

of Poetry," he says: "All sounds, all colours, all forms,
either because of their preordained energies or because of
long a ssociation, evoke indefinable and yet preci se emotions.
izes

111

Yeats

recognizes the dichotomy and real

that symbolism must be able to convey moods, as

suggested by colours, sounds, and forms; thus, Yeats is
able to create in a world where spiritual things have as
much

im portance as the physical, testable world.
Yeats, in keeping with the dichotomy, perceives

types of symbols--emotional and intellectual.

two

Emotional

symbols evoke only emotional responses, whereas intellect
ual symbols bring together an emotional response with the
evocation of ideas.
influenced,

This marrriage of emotion and idea is

in part, by Ezra Pound,

who,

in 1913, was

acting as Yeats' secretary.
time on his own theory

Pound

was working at this

of poetry, known as imagism, a

theory which insists that the poet "go in fear of abstractions 112 and

strive

for clear, concise images.

This desire

to rid art forms of vague, groundless abstractions is also
echoed by T. E. Hulme.

In Hulme's essay, "Modern Art," he

argues that a new geometrical art is emerging that is
unlike anything that has come before.3

Yeats is reflecting

the changes that are going on in both poetry and art with
his search for a symbol that will bring out emotional
feelings while keeping them grounded.
if the symbols

are

merely

Yeats states: "· . .

emotional, he [the reader]

gazes from amid the accidents and destinies of the world;
but if the symbols are intellectual, too, he becomes him
self an art of pure intellect, and he is himself mingled
with the procession."4

It is better then for a symbol to

allow the reader to become actively involved in the exper
ience of the poem rather than simply being an observer.
Yeats has created an intellectual symbol that works on many
different levels; this symbol is the gyre.
The

following

passage,

taken from a

1938

letter

written by Yeats to Ethel Mannin, shows how deeply ingrained Yeats' philosophy of the gyres was:

"To me all

things are made of the conflict of two states of conscious
ness, beings or persons which die each other's life, live
each ot her's death.
themselves.

That is true o f life and death

Two cones (or whirls), the apex of each in the

2

other's base."5

It was not merely a poetic theory; it was

a belief that influenced much of his life.
Whole volumes of poetry, such as

Winding Stair, were based on this theme.
ica 1 w or k ,

Ih� IQK�r and 1-.M.
Yeats' philosoph-

A �.i.Q.n, u se s th e gy re i mage e x te n sive 1 y , so

it is certain that his fascination for the symbol was no
passing fancy. A Vision was begun in 1917 when, on December
16, Yeats was given the symbol
tors") who

by the spirits ("communica-

made themselves known to Yeats through his

wife's automatic writing.
But w hat precisely is the gyre and how did Yeats use
it?

The gyre is a conical spiral and was most often shown

by Yeats in tandem with another
whirls),

gyre--"Two cones (or

the apex of each in the other's base."

This geometric illustration inspired several different
interpretations.

Richard Ellmann, for one, points out that

the gyres
provided Yeats with a splendid image to
represent the antinomies which had
always been present in his mind . The
cones were not restricted to symbol
izing objectivity and subjectivity;
they were also, [Yeats] said, "beauty
and truth, value and fact, particular
and universal, quality and quantity • .
• " Yeats thought that he had dis
covered in this figure of interpene
trating gyres the archetypal pattern
which is mirrored and re-mirrored by
3

all life, by all movemeets of civiliza
tion or mind or nature .
The gyres are viable symbols for Yeats because they allow
such a variety of options, as Ellmann points out.

Accord-

ing to another critic, Ernest Bruce Buckley, Yeats believed
"that he had discovered the ghostly paradigm underlying the
rhythms of biological and artistic creation, historical
cycle,

process. 11 7

and reincarnation

He saw history as

cyclical (as opposed to linear), and more importantly he
used the gyre to show

two opposing ideas uniting at a

middle point.

This latter meaning is emphasized by Charles

B errym an:

. Yeats' basic design is not a static bal-

11

ance of opposites, and not merely a recurring cycle, but
rather a design allowing for progression.
symbol of dialectic.

The gyre is a

Certain opposites occur repeatedly

throughout Yeats' poetry,

but each time the terms are

reinterpreted on a higher or more complex levei. 11

8

The

interpenetrating cones illustrate visually that as one idea
is gaining momentum another idea is losing control, only to
come back again, however. Berryman clearly

makes the point

that the gyre is not to be seen as merely one of the
symbols Yeats uses to show opposition.
beyond the philosophy of the

The gyre goes

mask, or tree, or the twenty-

eight phases of the moon (all of which show two sides of an
idea but

with everything in permanant opposition), for it

shows everything in a state of tension. There is no other
symbol in Yeats' writing that is so diverse.

4

While Buckley sees the gyre in nearly all of Yeats'
symbols, such as the dancer, the wheel, and the seashell,
he emphasiz es the shape or motion of the gyre. These (and
other) symbols are not as useful as the gyre because they
do not express dialectic.

Yeats, in A .Y.1�,1.Qn, says that

his "communicators" gave him a single cone to work with
once or twice but they quickly preferred the double cones

for the broader opportunities they allowed.9

Conflict

provides the gyre with many levels of interpretation, and
that diversity appealed to Yeats.

Certainly, Ireland's

troubles were a source for his interest and the fact that
he was a Gemini (the astrological sign of the twins) would,
in Yeats' mind, have been an important element in his
attraction to this theory

of conflict.

Vivienne Koch

stresses this idea of change in her discussion of the
gyres: "The interlocking gyres represent process; they are
the characteristic movement or dynamic of the universe.

As

such, they explain the career of individual human experience, as wel 1 as

that of civilizations

and universes.n10

The gyre is a symbol of many levels; it can never be simply
defined, and it is precisely this quality that attracted
Yeats to using it and why it has captured the interest of
so many readers since his time.
There is disagreement among many critics regarding
Yeats' first

use of the gyre. Buckley says that "Shepherd

and Goatherd," written in 1918, was Yeats' first 'gyre'

poem,11 while Vivienne Koch believes that "perhaps the
5

earliest use of 'gyre' in Yeats' poetry was in the .
opening of 'The Second Coming,' written in 1919.
Related poems of the same period turn up a frequent use of
the w or d . •

•

until by 1935, the probable date of the

composition of 'The Gyres,' the gyres themselves became the
subject-matter of the poem.n12

If she's referring to the

first use of the w ord "gyre," a reference can be found as
early as 1893 in "The Tw o Trees," a poem in which Yeats
uses the the gyre

in a

minimal way, merely

expressing a

particular motion. The symbol was not elaborated on at this
point, but it is important to note that he did use it this
early in his writing, f or it was an idea that he was familiar with from his occult

studies.

I b elieve as Buckley d oes that, "

h o w ever

unconsciously, the gyre had always been present in [Yeats']
mind.n13

He was familiar with the symbol from his early

20's on.

Other symbols, such as the rose and the tree,

were more frequently used by him during this early period,
however.

It was not until 1917, when he began to write A

Vision, that the gyre came to the forefront and gained the
attention it deserved.

In fact,

as Northrop Frye has

pointed out, A Vision, "'is to the student of Yeats what 12.e.

Doctrina

Christiana is to the student of Milton; an infer

nal nuisance that he can't pretend doesn't exist.'"14

He

is certainly correct in his view that A .Y..u..i..Q.n is both
complex and essential, but as Kathleen Raine says, Yeats

tends to explain "the obscure by the more obscure.n15

6

Despite its complications, though, the importance of A
Y�sion at this point in Yeats' career should not be overlooked .

I t paved the way for the large number of gyre

poems Yeats wrote from

then till the end of his life in

1939.
The idea of the dialectical cones had been planted
early, but he used it more frequently in his middle and
later periods. The symbol began to be more complex and
could be applied to explain paradox, as in "The Magi" and
"The Dolls." Both poems were written on the same day in
1913 and are usually seen as companion poems, for together

they form a gyre. 16 Paradox is also a theme in "Easter

1916," a poem written the same year the title suggests, and
"A Dialogue of Self and Soul," written in 1927 .

The gyre

could also explain sexual relationships, as evidenced in
the obvious gyre symbolism of "Solomon and the Witch,"
written in 1918. History is demonstrated by the gyre, as
well, as we see in "The Second Coming," written in 1919.
"The Gyres" is another historical poem, written between
1936 and 1937, and is important for this reason, as well as
for the obvious symbolism of the title.

In addition, Yeats

explains old age with the gyres, as cited in the 1926 poem,
"Sailing to Byzantium."
The poems mentioned above are certainly not the only
poems that express Yeats' gyre philosophy, but these exam
ples, chosen from different periods in his career, show the
intense and long-lasting interest Yeats had in the idea.

7

More

importantly,

though,

par ti cular relationship with

each of these poems

has a

the gyre, and I propose to

trace the evolution of the symbol

through these poems.

Despite the vast amount of research done on Yeats and the
gyre,

only one study by Ernest Bruce Buckley has attempted

to trace

the symbol through Yeats'

writing;

however,

Buckley is primarily concerned with many different shapes
the gyre takes, so there is no significant repetition.

I

am looking for changes in usage and (unlike Buckley) patterns in frequency of usage.

The gyre began as a seed,

just one of many symbols Yeats used throughout his life,
but after his marriage to Georgie Hyde-Lees and the writing
of A Vision the gyre became more than just another symbol-
it became

�n�

symbol, for it encompassed more than any

previous symbol could.

The gyres represent, in each of the

p oe m s i n this stud y (with t he e x ce p tion of "T he Two
Trees"), contradictory ideas, one moving against the other.
These dialectical pairs

usually set the perfect against

the imperfect, physical against spiritual, reality
idealism,
the real,

emotional against intellectual.
physical,

against

After A Vision,

earthly life began to take on more

importance, and the gyres took on a complexity they lacked
in Yeats' earlier poetry.

8

CHAPTER II--ORIGIN OF SYMBOL

Yeats learned of the gyre from many different sources,
for he was widely read.

Berryman

gives a catalogue of

those who influenced Yeats' philosophy of the gyre: "Yeats
knew of the idea of opposites throug h the pre-Socratic
philosophers, Aristotle, Plato, Heraclitus, as well as from
reading Swedenborg and St.

Thomas Aquinas. 11

He goes on to

say that "by the end of A li�.i.Q.n, Yeats has also equated
his sy mbol with the cyclical theories of Cicero, Pierre
Duhen,

Macrobius, Flinders, Petrie, Plotinus and Vico. 11

Berryman concludes by saying the "intersecting gyres or
cones or vortexes are prominent in western and eastern
philosophy from Zorastrianism to the writings of Wyndham
Lewis. 111 7

Virginia

Moore

names

even

more

influ-

ences:" • • . as Yeats says, Descartes and Swedenborg have
their vortexes,
spiral .

Boehme and Blake their gyres, Flaubert his

1118

W hile al l of these writers and philosophers played a
part in shaping Yeats' idea of the gyre, they are not the
sole inf luences.

Yeats eventually joined two Dublin occult

societies--the Theosophical Society and The Hermetic Order
of the Golden Dawn, both of which played a large part in
his choice of symbols.

9

Yeats joined the Theosophical Society in 1888 after
meeting its founder, Madame

Helena Blavatsky.

The so-

ciety's beliefs included reincarnation, an idea which, by
its v ery nature, is consistent with the philosop hy of the
gy re.

That things will be in a constant state of flux yet

eventually be repeated is a theme that Yeats used frequent
ly.

Both societies heavily influenced Yeats' interest in

s y m b o li c

poetr y.

His

most

widely

known

symbols

--the gyre, the tree, the wheel , the cross, and the rose-
all can be found in his occult studies (though they did not
necessarily originate there).
In 1890, Yeats joined the Hermetic Order of the Golden
Dawn,

a secret society which also left its mark on his

writing.

According to Berryman,
Many of the rituals are adaptations of
the ancient pattern of death and re
birth.
As the members of the Order
acted out the rituals, each one taking
the role of the adept would symboli
cally die or kill himself, whereupon he
would be spiritually reborn as Osiris,
Dionysius, Christ, or the fourteenth
century adept, Father Rosenkreuz [the
fou nder of the Rosicr ucia n s].
The
rebirth symbolizes the primary cycle of
transmigration. Many of Yeats' symboli
ca l opposites can be
found in the
Golden Dawn rituals.19

Yeats was a Theosophist or a member of the Golden Dawn for
most of his adult life, so it is not surprising that the
idea of "death and rebirth" symbolizing "the primary cycle
of transmigration" was assimilated in his spinning gyres.
During the same time that Yeats was a member of the
10

Golden Dawn,

he and Edwin Ellis edited a three-volume

collection of Blake's poems. Yeats "'asked to have Blake
explained.

Very little'--so writes Ellis--'could be given

him to satisfy so large a demand,

but with his eye for

symbolic systems, he needed no more to enable him to per
ceive that here was a myth as well worth studying as any
that has been offered to the world.111 20
Blake's poems for four years,
symbology.

After working on

Yeats was well-steeped in

Yeats was drawn to both Blake's symbolism and

his mysticism, for, says Kathleen Raine, "· • . mysticism
is not synonymous with vagueness, subjectivity, and emo
tion;

it is,

on the contrary . . . characterized by an

'arbitrary, harsh,

and difficult' symbolism."

She con

tinues by saying that "the common characteristic of Yeats'
thought and Blake's is neither image nor mythology, but

precisely its diagrammatic character."2 1 One of the precise
symbols that Yeats shared with Blake was the gyre,
Yeats admits that "my mind

for

had been full of Blake from
n2 2

boyhood up and I saw the world as a conflict.

Here again is evidence that Yeats' knowledge of the gyre
and its philosophy was acquired by him when he was very
young and it was by no means a new theory.
been briefly discussed,

A Vision has already

but its

influence on Yeats' later poems cannot be emphasized too
much.

Its complexity is

Archibald's summary of

acknowledged by critics.

Douglas

some of its central ideas,

useful:

1 1

is

With only slight over-simplification,
it is possible to list Yeats' Articles
of Belief, the creed to which A .Y.u..i.Q..n
subscribes, under four headings:
1) Immortality, reincarnation, and
purgatory.
There is a "Communion of
the Li v i n g a n d the Dea d," and both
history and psychology are supernatur
ally conditioned. The mode of the com
munion is characteristically an annun
ciation or a revelation.
2) Mind is the animating principle
of the universe. There is an ancestral
or general memory (or collective uncon
scious) which can be evoked by symbol
and meditation.
Our thoughts have a
reality independent of what our quo
tidian brings. The i magination can
transform the trivial into the ec 
static and permanent.
3) There is form and pattern (for
Yeats cycles and antitheses) to the
record of human experience.
4) True identity can be achieved
by pursuing the opposite or other, by
wearing a mask.
There is a substantial tradition,
o r s ev e r a l t ra di t i ons--reli gious,
philosophical, literary--behind these
b eli efs, w hi ch, as Denis Do no ghu e
points out are not necessarily 'more
fanciful than a philosopher's belief in
innate ideas, a geneticist's belief in
heredity, or a linguist's belief in a
child's possesion of generative gram
mar.' Yeats held most of them all his
life; the majority appeared before
1900, and all of them by 1917, before
his marriage and Mrs. Yeats' automatic
writing .23
A .Y.u..i.Q.n should not be seen as a book in which Yeats was
experimenting with new ideas that had been given to him by
his wife's "communicators"; instead, it should be realized
that A Vision was the culmination of many years of thinking
through cert ain beliefs.
provided

The "communicators," however,

Yeats with a diagram he could organize them with.
12

Yeats' diverse background contributed significantly to
his symbolic writing.

The many poets and philosophers he

read aided his development of the gyre,

but even more

useful was his involvement in the Theosophical Society and
the Order of the Golden Dawn, for he practiced and lived
out their ideals and did not merely read about them.
other vi tal source for Yeats was Blake.

An-

Where Blake's

symbolism was vague and difficult for others to understand,
Yeats strove to create a symbol that combined both abstraction and precision.

These sources, as well as A Xi�iQ.ll,

predisposed Yeats to an overwhelming interest in the gyre.

13

CHAPTER III--POEMS

"The Two Trees"
"The Two Trees,"

written in 1893, is a love poem

imploring a beloved to recognize that truth is found within
and not in material and worldly things.
because it contains the first

It is important

direct reference to the

gyres--"gyring, spiring to and fro" (1.15)24 .

It is possi-

bly more important for this study, however, because it is a
good example of the difference between the gyre and other
symbols of opposites that Yeats used--in this case, the
tree.
The poem begins with these lines: "Beloved, gaze in
thine own heart, / The holy tree is growing there" (11.12).

The "holy tree" is, according to Jeffares, both the

tree of knowledge and the Cabbalistic Sephirotic tree. 2 5
Ellmann suggests that
The Kabbalah is helpful in interpret
ing the poem "The Two Trees," because
the Sephirotic tree has two aspects,
one benign, the reverse side malign.
On one side are the SEPHIROTH, on the
other the QLIPPOTH. .
the double
natured tree is a picture of both the
universe and of the human mind, whose
faculties, even the lowest, can work
for good or 111. 2 6
14

The tree's converse side is given the next stanza beginning
with a warning to his beloved: "Gaze no more in the bitter
glass / The demons, with their su btle guile, / Lift up
before us when they pass, / Or only gaze a little while"
(11. 21-24). Yeats shows both sides of the "holy tree"-
what Northrop Frye calls the "interconnection of innocence
and e xperience • •
static opposites.

n 27

But both faces of the tree

There is no constant

are

movement--simply

two sides of a mask (another one of Yeats' favorite symbols).

Even these lines do not give the feeling of a

pendular motion that is inherent in Yeats' later gyres:
"There t he Loves a circle go, / The flaming circle of our
days, / Gyring, spiring to and fro / In those great ignor
ant leafy ways"

(11.13-16).

"gyring," and "spiring" do

While the words "circle,"
bring to mind the swirling

cones, there is no tension in the spinning motion. Their
impact

is pale in comparison to Yeats' later use of the

symbol.

15

"The Magi" and "The Dolls"
In the long interval between "The Two Trees" and "The
Magi" and "The

Dolls," Yeats had been busy writing dra-

matic plays and collecting Irish folklore.

He met Lady

Gregory, his partner in both ventures, in 1896, and the two
of them d evoted much time to the Abbey Theatre (a theatre
that was founded to lead the Irish Renaissance by producing
only Irish works). Yeats was also very much involved with
Maud Gonne, a beautiful revolutionary with whom he was very
much in love, and because of her he became involved in
Nationalistic politics and
Brotherhood.

joined the Irish Republican

He was still writing poetry, however, and the

gyre had been evolving, as can be seen in "The Magi" and
"The Dolls."
"The Dolls" and "The Magi" were written as companion
poems, and together they f orm Yeats' intersecting opposites.

"The Dolls," which was actually written first, is a

poem that pits idea against reality.

The wife of a doll-

maker brings a real baby into her house and it is rejected
by her husband:

. . . . . . .

The man and woman bring
A noisy and filthy thing.'
Hearing him groan and stretch
The doll-maker's wife is aware
Her husband has heard the wretch,
And crouched by the arm of his chair,
She murmurs into his ear,
Head upon shoulder leant:
'My dear, my dear, 0 dear,
It was an accident.'
(11.

16

10-20)

He does not want the reality of a child; instead, he would
rather spend his days making wooden children that he can
create and shape. With dolls

there is

no noise or mess or

responsibility.
"The Magi" explores the other end of the pendulum.

It

is a story of a search for the perfect--the Christ:
"The Magi"
Now as at all times I can see in the mind's eye,
In their stiff, painted clothes, the pale unsatisfied ones
Appear and disappear in the blue depth of the sky
With all their ancient faces like rain-beaten stones,
And all their helms of silver hovering side by side,
And all their eyes still fixed, hoping to find once more,
Being by Calvary's turbulence unsatisfied,
The uncontrollable mystery on the bestial floor.
Wise Men, in all their splendor,

Yeats imagines the

searching for the ideal that they think will unite all men.
And w here do they find the C hild?

In a lo wly,

dirty,

earthly, very real stable.
Other opposites abound, as well.

"The Magi" deals

with characters of hig h rank, the Wise Men, whereas "The
Dolls" concerns itself
couple.

with the problems of an ordinairy

The poems line lengths and rhythms are different,

also. "The Magi" is made up of long lines (long in compari
son to "The Dolls"),
search.

befi tting a poem of an on-going

C onversely, "The Dolls" is made up of shorter,

choppier 1 ines, appropriate to a domestic quarrel.
In addition,
self.

each poem contains opposites within it-

For instance, the scene moves, in "The Magi" from an
17

imaginary world seen "in

the mind 's eye" to the real,

harsh existence of "the uncontrollable mystery on the
bestial floor," gyring from the dream to the actual.

"The

Dolls" moves in a similar way, for it begins with a discus
sion between the dollmaker's wooden children, complaining
of the intruder.

The poem then ends with the real baby

crying and the dollmaker's wife apologizing to her husband
for the disturbance, as though the child was but a simple
annoyance.

The difference between these two poems is

important though.

While there is an actual movement in

"The Magi," as the Wise Men begin their search looking for
one thing and end up finding another, there is no such
action, no tension in "The Dolls."

This satirical poem

does not make any realization at the end.

"The Magi" thus

qualifies as a "gyre" poem, for the circular movement is
inherent in it, but "The Dolls" lacks the tension required
for it to stand alone.

Its inclusion in this study is

still valid though, for it is important to show the poems
together, as they each contain their opposites and form a
gyre, one reacting against the other.
So, in each poem there are opposites--in "The Dolls"
there are both the real and unreal children, and in "The
Magi," men look for the spiritual and find it on earth.
Separately they contain opposites within themselves, but
together they create the tension that is essential to the
gyres.

18

"Easter 1916"
"Easter 1916" is a poem of paradox, its title

setting

the tone for the rest of the poem. Yeats never mentions the
gyres in this poem, but its idea
itself--"Easter
events.

1916"-- refers

is implicit.
to

two

very

The title
d ifferent

Easter is, of course, a celebration of Christ's

resurrection from the dead, a time to celebrate life.

But

Easter of 1916 was also the date of the Easter Uprising,
led by P atr ick Pearse, who said: "'Ireland will not find
Christ's peace until she has taken Chr ist's sword. 1" 8
2

Choosing the date carefully for its symbol ic overtones,
Pearse made Easter synonymous with death and destruction.
In the poem,

Yeats wants desperately to find a balance

between peace and the sword, but never finds it. Yeats was
qu ite d isturbed by the upr ising, for in a letter to Lady
Gregory,

dated May 11,

(a t ime when the executions of

fifteen people involved were still slowly taking place), he
said:
I had no idea that any public event
could so deeply move me--and that I am
very despondent about the future.
At
the moment I feel that all the work of
years has been over turned, all the
bringing together the classes, all the
freeing of Irish literature and criti
cism from politics.29
Rob Jackaman feels that the rebellion brought up several
problems for Yeats:
It

exacerbated Yeats' sense of
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being

divided in himself by forcing him to
reconsider urgently in changed circum
stances the old dichotomy between the
man of action and the man of contem
plation.
F urthermore, it created a
violent reality of s t r eet- fighting
which clashed with the poet's own vi
sion of enlightened Irish nationalism.
Yet, he managed to handle the ten
sions; not by reconciling them, ex
actly, but by contriving to be on both
sides at once [the intersecting gyres],
with the kind of honesty which allowed
him to see the neg ative and the posi
tive . • . simultaneously--the terrible
s i de and the beaut iful side of the
"terrible beauty" which was born.30
This now famous

refrain, "a terrible beauty is born" is,

as Jac k aman points out, a good example of the gyre philoso
phy Yeats intended for the poem.

How can something beau

tiful be terrible? Can such opposites be reconciled or is
it even important? For Yeats, it is essential that there is
a movement towards one's opposite, but success ful recon
ciliation is not paramount. In his discussion of the men
who played a part in the Rebellion, Yeats says of one man,
Major John McBride (Maud Gonne's husband):
This other man I had dreamed
A drunken, vainglorious lout.
He had done most bitter wrong
To some who are near my heart,
Yet I number him in the song;
He, too, has resigned his part
In the casual comedy;
He, too, has been changed in his turn,
Transformed utterly:
A terrible beauty is born.
(11 . 31-40)
Yeats is able to admit that these men fought for their
convictions (a quality that he admires).
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Yeats knows that

Ireland will never be the same again, for it has been
"changed, changed utterly" by it's violence and hatred.
B ut at the same time, this tragic rebellion brought the
country closer together.
Easter Rising, says:

Ed ward Malins, in Yeats .a.n.d

"'within a month the British

�

Govern

ment had lit a flame of martyrdom around the leaders, that
tur ned the revolt into a triumphal success, providing an
emotional stimulus for the birth of a nation no less than
that of Paul Revere and the Minutemen of Lexington.•n31

Those men who fought and were executed by the British
became instant heroes.

The terribleness comes from the

actions--both of the British and the Irish, but the beauty
is in the heroism that drives these patriots, as well as a
desire for

peace, as

evidenced in

the following passage:

our part / To murmur name upon name,/ As a mother
names her child / When sleep at last has come" (11. 60-63),
and independence, as in these lines: "For England may keep
faith/ For all that is done and said" (11. 68-69).
In addition to attempting to reconcile the paradox
ical nature

of "terrible beauty," Yeats is appalled by

those who are obsessed by avenging Ireland: "Hearts with
one purpose alone/ Through summer and winter seem / En
chanted to a stone / To trouble the living stream" (11. 414 4).

It is an image that Pound would have been proud of.

It presents an indelible picture of an indestructible,
solitairy

stone,

alone, except for the rushing water

( water of life) that ignores the stone's stubbor ness and
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goes on.

Life goes on,

also,

even arou nd those cold-

hearted ra dicals who, Yeats fears, will spend their lives
(and

go to their deaths) rigid,

unable to join in the

beauty of life, always seeing the hate.

The poem closes

with a repition of the phrase, "Are changed, changed utterly:

/ A terrible beauty is born"

(11.

hopeless; the paradox is never resolved.
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79-80).

All is

"Solomon and the Witch"
"So lomon and the Witch" is another poem in which the
dialectical opposites are called Choice and Chance.
explains Choice and Chance as religious ideas,
on his play,

Calvary.

Yeats

from notes

We have been taught to:

into
Chance and
divide all things
Choice; one can think about the world
and about man, or anything else until
all has vanished but these two things,
for they are indeed the first cause of
the animate and inanimate world. They
exist in God, for if they did not He
would be bound by his own Choice.
In
God alone, indeed, can they be united,
yet each be perfect and without limit
or hindrance. • • . Some worship his
Choice; that is easy; to know that he
has willed for some unknown purpose all
that happens is pleasant; but I have
spent m y life in w o r s hipping His
C ha n c e , a n d t h a t m o m e n t when I
understand the immensity of His Chan�e
is the moment when I am nearest Him.3
For Yeats, Chance is nearly always preferrab le. He would
rather be faced with another existence on Earth rather than
live in a perfect world forever .

He

echoed this view as

early as 1886 in "The Stolen Child":
Away with us he's going
The solemn-eyed:
He'll hear no more the lowing
Of the calves on the warm hillside
Or the kettle on the hob
.Em: M comes, .t..M. human child,
I.o. ..t..h.e. waters .a.ru1 ..t..h.e. .w.ili
fil.tll A faery, .b.arul .in hand,
.E.r.o.m A world rn. Lull tl weeping ..t..ll.rul. .h.e. � understand,
(11. 42-46, 50-53)
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In this verse, the Child is being spirited away to a mag
ical existence, but the reader knows that he will regret
the loss of his imperfect life on earth just as Yeats
"worships His Chance" preferring the changes of everyday
earthly existance as opposed to a perfect (dull) existance
in another realm.
Another manner in which the interconnecting gyres are
used are to symbolize sexual relationships. Ellmann says
that Yeats likes the obvious sexual symbolism of the gyre
because "it anchored the gyres in the earth.n33

He sees

the spiritual world as being reached through the physical
world.

In "Solomon and the Witch," according to Giorgio

Melchiori, "sexual love becomes the symbol of the recon
ciliation of opposites, or at least of an attempt at such
reconciliation, at transcending the conflict in a superior
unity.n34

Solomon and Sheba, who in this case, are the

gyres themselves, try to reconcile Choice and Chance in a
moment of perfect unity:
And thus declared that Arab lady:
'Last night, where under the wild moon
On grassy mattress I had lain me,
Within my arms great Solomon,
I suddenly cried out in a strange tongue
Not his, not mine.'
(11. 1-5)
At, what Melchiori calls, "the moment of moments," the
voice that is heard is not human but belongs to a supernatural p lane.

Solomon and Sheba believe that " . . . the

world ends when these two things, / Though several, are a
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single light, / When oil and wick are burned in one;" (11.
28-30).

Unfortunately, the cockrel did not crow and the

world was still with them.

The poem ends: "01 Solomon! let

us try again," so the search for the perfect is not over
and will not be,

until it is found;

Yeats prefers the

search, just as he prefers the Chance of the unpredict
ability of an earthly life.
Another aspect of the gyres as sexual symbols is not
seen in this poem, but was alluded to in "Leda and the
Swan."

Northrop Frye explains the double gyres in the

following way: "The gyre is of course also a sexual symbol,
male on the outside, female on the inside.

Sexual

intercourse and the birth resulting from it form a double
gyre or reversing movement into and out of the mother's
body.n35

The union of Leda and the Swan

results in the

birth of Helen of Troy- -the double spirals.
It is interesting to note that Yeats puts Solomon,
traditionally seen in a Christian context as a wise and
spiritual man, in such a particularly earthly experience
and pairs him with, of all people, the notoriously wicked
Bathsheba. Yeats does not miss a chance to set one opposite
against another.
poem as the gyre
once.

Again,

We can see a growing complexity with this
symbolizes several different ideas at

Yeats is able to attribute opposing concepts

(religion and sexuality) to the same symbol (the gyre).
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"The Second Coming"
"The Second Coming" is an excellent representation of
Yeats' historical gyres.

In A Y..u...i.Qn Yeats disclaimed

knowledge of the gyres as historical diagrams: "When the
automatic script began, neither I nor my wife knew, or knew
that we knew, that any man had tried to explain history
philosophically.

I, at any rate, would have said that all

written upon the subject was a paragraph in my own �&�
A.mll.sl �.J..&.n.tu
artist. 11 36

1..Y.n.sl&., so ig n or an t a man is a po et and

Yeats could never be called ignorant;

as we've

seen he was widely read and certainly knew of Plato's
cyclical interpretation of history.

Berryman agrees, say

ing: "His [Yeats'} disclaimer of previous knowledge is as
untrustworthy as his account of the symbols' sudden appear
ance," and the symbols' not-so-sudden appearance has al
ready been mentioned. For instance, Kathleen Raine feels
that Plato was a significant source for Yeats' historical
gyres:
History, Plato says, is a perpetual
alternation of ages, according as the
god Saturn controls or relinquishes the
revolutions of the years:
Hear, then, Di vinity himself
conducts this universe
sometimes
in its progression,
and convolves
it; but at another time he
remits
the reins of government, when the
periods of the universe have re
ceived a
convinient measure of
time.
But the world
is again
spontaneously led round to things
contrary. .
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--and Plato goes off to explain that
the revolutions of the world take place
automatically, like a coiled spring
that unwinds itself spontaneously when
it has been released...• This is the
Great
Year of t he
A nc ients, the
3
original model of Yeats' gyres.7
It is certain that Yeats read Plato and knew of his his
torical interpretation of the gyres, and even if he had not
been familiar with Plato, he most certainly had read Blake
(who wrote of Plato's influence on his interest in cyclical
historical interpretation) and Swedenborg and Vico, who
also viewed history as conical.
The Great Year of the Ancients is important to Yeats'
historical gyres and is explained by Stuart Hirschberg in
the following manner:
Yeats calculates that the period of
time necessary for a civilization to
reach maturity, decline, and be re
placed by another civilization which is
exactly opposite in character, takes
a p p roximately t w o t h ousand years.
Thus, Yeats thought that the two thou
sand years o f Greco-Ro man cult ure
(which has considered to extend from
2000 B.C.to A.D. 1) had its antithesis
in two thousand years of
Christian
civilization (A.D. 1 to A.D. 2000).
Moreov er, says Yeat s, twelve such
cycles of two thousand years each con
stitute the 'Great Year of the An
cients.13
This diagram of Yeats' historical cones,
Vision, shows one two thousand year cycle:
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taken from A

So� �_,_,..._.-...______.t..a.1��

�t>O>-..-.--�-------�J.lill,�
3a5�---1�J.Jir------,l-l.�.._�I

Garab relates the following passage: "'each age unwinds the
age,' Yeats was fond of saying.
thread bo und: by_, , another
;
C i vi 1 i z at i o n, 1 i k e th e -� h.a· s· ci s ' a.f t he mo o n, .,- wax an d w an e

a c c o r d i ng t o f o r e o r d a i n e d c y c 1 e s p 1 o tted by 1· t he , g yr es of
time.n39

This image of the two interconnected cones, each

moving in opposite directions is exemplory of "The Second
Coming ."
The poems' opening lines set the tone of chaos and
impending doom:
Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed •
(11.

1-5)

Things are out of control--a f eeling expressed by the
repetitive, c yc lical movement of the "the wi dening gyre."
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"Anarchy" and "the blood-dimmed tide" being "loosed upon
the w orld" build up a sense of p anic and helplessness.
Arra

Gara b feels that, "In this apocalypse of crowded

images

of inhuman

power, Yeats • . • forsees

only destruetion of equalibrium and deseeration of

not
I

inno

cence,' but fearful transevaluation of everything that man
esteems would be brought by the blood tide soon to be
loosed by a new turn of the gyres.
is at hand. 1" 40

'Surely some revelation

Maybe religion can get the world out of

the mess that man (politics) got it into:
The Second Coming! Hardly are those words out
When a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi
Troubles my sight: somewhere in the sands of the desert
A shape with lion body and the head of a man
A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun,
Is moving its slow thighs, while all about it
Reel shadows of the indignant desert birds.
The darkness drops again; but now I know
That twenty centuries of stony sleep
Were vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle,
And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,
Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?
(11.

10-22)

In a vision that has come to him from a Jungian-like "Col
lective Unconsious," Yeats sees the Sphinx, a very un 
Christian image, slowly moving towards Bethlehem to displace the Christ child.
themselves again.

It's time for the gyres to reverse

The two thousand years reign of Christ-

ianity is over and an opposing ideal is to take its place.
"The Second Coming" was written after World War I and
as the Russian revolution was coming to an end, and the
feeling of doom comes, in part, from Yeats' intense dislike
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of the violenc.e.

He feels as though society is moving into

a dark period as the anti-Christ begins to move while "the
darkness drops again."

Yeats was a de eply spiritual man

though not in the s ense that he was a "devout Christian."
He was eclectic in his beliefs, taking ideas from the
eastern religions as w ell as the Christian society he was
born into.

And Theosophy, with its belief in reincarnation

and his int erest in magic and
him a broad view of religion.

spiritualism, all offered
In Tu� �n�.Q..Q.I:.Il, Virginia

Moore states that Yeats made "the age-old distinction betw een Jesus and the Christ.
Manhood,

His Jesushood,

From the standpoint of His

He is called cyclic;

from the

standpoint of His Godhood, His Christhood, non-cyclic and
centra1.n41

Yeats sees Jesus as cyclic because, as a man,

he is born and he dies and may be born again; he has a
limited span on earth.
permanant.

But the ideal, the Christ, is

The cycles in this po em are numerous with

cycles within cycles. The title, "The Second Coming," in
sinuates a repeat performance of some kind; then, there is
is the cycle of history, as Y eats sees a new age being
ushered in.

There is also the cyclical nature of Jesus

himself, and the motion of a society out of control.
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"Sailing to Byzantium"
In this poem, which Yeats wrote at the age 61, Yeats
explores the effects of growing old. Here, the gyres take
the roles of youth and old age.

Jeffares tells us that

Yeats' " imagination grew stronger as his body decayed: an
idea he had seized upon in Blake when he himself was only
thirty-four. n 4 2

I believe the poem that Jeffares refers to

is Blake's "The Mental Traveler," a poem that offers the
following scenerio, as summed up by Kathleen Raine:
b a b e, who i s
the b i rth of a male
nailed to a rock by 'a woman old' [who]
grows younger, becoming a babe when the
male child is an old man. The two fig
ures then reverse, the female babe
growing towards age and the old man
towards youth, until the poem ends with
a return to the initial situation and
the cycle begins again. 4 3
Yeats saw in Blake's poem a perfect example of the inter
locking gyres , as applied to youth and old age, while
Blake never used the term "gyre" anywhere in it.
"Sailing to Byzantium" is a poem in which opposite
ideas converge in the "holy city of Byzantium."

Byzantium

was the Christian capitol of the eastern world and was able
to bridge the gap between eastern and western civilization.
It was a place where, in Yeats' words, "religious, aesthetic and practical life were one.

n4 4

So, it is

easy to understand why Byzantium is the location where
Yeats' philosophical gyres unite.
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The poem begins by declaring: "That is no country for
old men," (1.

1) determining from the beginning the impor

t ance age will have in this poem. All around him, in both
n at ure and societ y, he sees youth: "The young / In one
another's arm s, birds in the t rees.

/ The salm on -

falls, the mackerel-crowded seas" (11. 1-2, 4). The remain
der of this verse is a listing of the virtues of youth, for
the young are "Caught in that sensual music" and "neglect/
Mon um ents of un ageing int ellect" (11.

7-8).

The second

st anza lam ents the un f airness of old age: "An aged man is
but a paltr y thing,/ A t at tered coat upon a stick" (11. 910).

Event ually,

Yeat s' speaker

( the "aged man") finds

him self in Byzan tium, desolate, for his body is failing
him.

His mind is still sharp but no longer is that enough

to satisf y him. In an earlier draft of the poem Yeats had
written the following lines: "'For many loves have I taken

off m y clothes' • • • 'but now I will t ake of f my body.,n45
His soul is

all he has left to offer.

Once in Byzantium he goes looking for guidance:
0 sages standing in God 's holy fire
As in the gold mosaic of a wall,
Come from the holy fire, perne in a gyre,
And be the singing masters of my soul.
Consume my heart away; sick with desire
And fastened to a dying animal
It knows not what it is; and gather me
Into the artifice of eternity.
(11.

17-24)

His body has failed him and he feels betrayed.

He implores

the sages of old to com e out of the purifying fire to help
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him find the peace of mind he's desperately looking for and
pleads for immortality:
Once out of nature I shall never take
My bodily form from any natural thing,
But such a form as Grecian goldsmiths make
Of hammered gold and gold enamelling
(11. 25-28)
The o ld m an swe ars that once dea d he will choose eternal
life but not another earthly form; instead, he prefers to
live on a "gold mosaic" or as "such a form as Grecian
goldsmiths make" (a phrase that brings to mind Keats' urn)
in a permanant, perfect world.
st a t e he wou ld "

From his perfect, golden

sing / T o lor ds and ladies of

B yzantiu m / Of what is past or passing, or to come" (11.
30-32).
changing

From his unchanging home, he wants to sing of an
world.

The gyres of this poem unite the perfect

and the imperfect, the spiritual and the physical , youth
and old a ge, for

the old man is singing of this earthly

life from a world where there is no chance of change or
movement.

This perfect world the old man has chosen leaves

no roo m for the tension, the striving for one's opposite,
that makes life interesting.
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"A Dialogue of Self and Soul"
The opposites presented in "A Dialogue of Self and
Soul" are,

in the words of Arra Garab, "passive contem

plation and passionate intensity. n46

These contradictory

phrases are represented by "Self" (symbolized by a sword)
and "Soul" (the tower is its symbol).

"Soul" begins the

dialogue with, "I summon to the winding ancient stair; /
Set all your mind upon the steep ascent" (11 . 1-2). This
stair/tower imagery sets up the religious tone of the poem.
Yeats treats the winding stair as a holy place (as well as
a holy being to which he prays--"summon") where he goes for
retreat from the weary world.

"Soul" is intent on focusing

all of its energies on the climb to a paradise. David Leigh
sees this paradise as Heaven, which he says Yeats often
4
uses as an escape from historical conflict. 7

Heaven is

too Christian a concept to be accurate though, particularly
in th is poem wh ich contains numerous Hindu and eastern
concepts,

such as Nirvana and reincarnation.

While "Soul"

is advocating the spiritual search for an existence free of
tri bulation,
existence.

"Self" expounds the virtues of an earthly
"Self" of fers the ceremonial sword as a monu-

ment to an active involvement in life which by its very
nature includes violence:
The consecrated blade upon my knees
Is Sato's ancient blade, still as it was,
Still razor-keen, still like a looking glass
Unspotted by the centuries;
That flowering, silken, old embroidery, torn
From some court-lady's dress and round
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The wooden scabbard bound and wound,
Can, tattered , still protect, faded adorn
(11. 9-16)
The sword, emblem atic of an energetic life, is still as
sharp as when it was new.

It has been protected over the

years by a "court-lady's dress," an image that clearly puts
"Self's" focus on earth, combining action and violence, as
well as elegence and gentility.

"Soul" only sees the

negative aspects of life:
Why should the imagination of a man
Long past his prime remember things that are
Emblematic of love and war?
Think of ancestral night that can,
Deliver from the crime of death and birth.
(11. 17-20, 24)
"Soul" chooses to focus on what the next world will bring,
as opposed to remembering the pain and suffering of the
present life.

Yeats is very subtly telling us that "Soul,"

too, believes in reincarnation, but prefers to ignore it
and concentrate on a time when re-birth will no longer be
neccesary: "Deliver from the crime of death and birth."

If

this line had been phrased "birth and death" that would
have surprised no one, for it is a typical Christian concept--we are born and then we die.

But it is phrased

"death and birth," deliberately placing death first, as the
first step in a natural process--we are born, we die, and
then we are born again.

"Soul's" images are abstract-

"imagination," "things," "ancestral night," a

distinct

contrast to "Self's" clear, sharp images--"razor-keen,"
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"looking

glass,"

"f lowering,

silken,

old embroidery."

Thus, the battle continues between "Self" and "Soul."
The

fact that "Self" has the last word indicates

Yeats' insistence of the virtues of earthly life:
What matter if the ditches are impure?
What matter if I live it all once more?
Endure that toil of growing up;
The ignominy of boyhood; the distress
Of boyhood changing into man;
The unfinished man and his pain
Brought face to face with his own clumsiness
(11.

42-49)

Reincarnation is preferable to a passionless existence.
Yeats could hardly have been

friends with such relentless

activists as Maud Gonne, Con Markiewikz and John O'Leary if
he was a colorless man with no convictions.

His spiritual

nature i s certainly not to be denied, but in "Dialogue" he
shows his inclination towards action and reality, willing
to face all the problems such an existence brings:
I am content to live it all again
And yet again, if it be life to pitch
Into the frog-spawn of a blind man 's ditch,
A blind man battering blind men;
Or into that most fecund ditch of all,
The folly that man does
Or must suffer, if he woos
A proud woman not kindred of his soul.
I am content to follow to its source
Every event in action or in thought;
Measure the lot; forgive myself the lot!
When such as I cast out remorse
So great a sweetness flows into the breast
We must laugh and we must sing,
We are blest by everything,
Everything we look upon is blest .
(11. 58-73)
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It is

better to plunge

with the g ood.

into life

and take

the bad along

"Self" is content to live in the "most

fecund ditch of all," preferring to suffer, for "Self"
knows that with suffering comes "a sweetness" flowing "into
the breast."

For "Self" there is a choice of which path to

follow. The freedom of such a n existence is foreign to a
Christia n culture.

Yeats' "Self" has no God to bla me or

cong ratulate for its own decisions.

Even its present

earthly situation is, according to reincarnation theory,
chosen by the entity at a previous point in time; so "Self"
can "for give my self the lot!"

And only then can he con

clude with such joy, "We are blest by everything, / Every
thing we look upon is blest. 11
The gyres of "Self" and "Soul" move against each other
in a consta nt battle, but here, at least, "Self" wins
because it is able to find the balance that "Soul" cannot.
It is this fact that "A Dialogue of Self and Soul" works so
well.

It achieves a balance while setting spiritual real

ities

against

phy sical

realities,

Hindu

philosophies

against Christian philosophies, abstractions against exact
ness .
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"The Gyres"
"The Gyres" was written two or three years before
Yeats' death in 1939 and "fulfills," according to Stuart
H irschberg, "Yeats' desire to transcend his pessimistic

view of the twentieth century.n48

Europe, and specifically

Ireland, had been troubled by revolutions and wars for the
past three decades and we previousl y glimpsed his tragic
view of the age in "The Second Coming."
This poem is another historical poem, emphasizing the
beginning o f a new age with a decline of the old one.

The

poem's first stanza recounts the change that is coming.
Yeats establishes from the first the importance that his
torical cycles are going to have in this poem:
The Gyresl the gyresl Old Rocky Face, look forth;
Things thought too long can be no longer thought,
For beauty dies of beauty, worth of worth,
And ancient lineaments are blotted out.
Irrational streams of blood are staining earth;
Empedocles has thrown all things about;
Hector is dead and there's a light in Troy;
We that look on but laugh in tragic joy.
(11.

The repetitiveness of "The Gyres I

1-8)

the gyres I" is the first

of man y cycles, as he implores "Old Rocky Face" is the
subject of much debate; Jeffares sees him as being based on
Shelle y 's

" c a v e r n-dw el ling

J ew,"

A hasuerus.

Stuart

Hirschberg views him as a "stoically impassive figure" who
is able to remain detached from the world,49 and Robert
Bierman f eels that "Old Rocky Face is most obviously the
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ful 1 moon. n50

It is conceivable that the symbol was meant

to include all of the above interpretations, for as we know
from the gyre, Yeats is an experienced symbolist poet quite
capable of including several meanings.

Regardless of which

meaning you accept, "Old Rocky Face" ob jectively sees the
world c hanging.

The " ancient lineaments," aristocratic

ways, are being lost to those with baser instincts.

The

tossing, circular motion of "Empedocles has thrown all
things about" adds to the impression of change.

All that

can b e done is to "laugh in tragic joy," another paradox
ical term reminiscent of "terrible beauty."

Yeats bringing

together two opposing ideas and uniting them in a single
meaning is a gyre in itself.
The second stanza is not as hopeful as the first but
it puts up a brave front:
What matter though numb nightmare ride on top,
And blood and mire the sensitive body stain?
What matter? Heave no sigh, let no tear drop,
A greater, a more gracious time has gone
(11. 9-12)
As the

v erse continues, the speaker regains confidence:

"W hat m atter? Out of a cavern comes a voice, / And all it
knows is that one word 'Rejoice!'" (11. 15-16).

A momentum

is building, similar to the shape of the expanding spiral,
as acceptance of the situation is gained.
"The Gyres" concludes with the assertion that though
society is controlled by the "irrational streams of blood"
it can be put right again by the aristocracy:
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Lovers of horses and women, shall,
From marble of a broken sepulchre,
Or dark betwixt the polecat and the owl,
Or any rich, dark nothing disinter.
(11. 19-22)
The polecat and the owl, it has been suggested by Vivienne
Koch, create another gyre:
The polecat and the owl, represent
the two elements of a reciprocal rela
tionship; together they suggest the
ordering of opposites into a state of
dynamic equalibrium. The image suggests
this state because though both animals
are creatures of prey, the former is a
mammal that hunts fowl, while the lat
ter is a fowl that hunts mammals; where
as the one looks
for its prey, the
other looks down.'

'gf

Then,

the poem ends with a return of that "unfashion-

able gyre again" (1. 24).

Unfashionable because a theory

of historical repetition is peculiarly Greek in origin
(note Empedocles, Hector and Troy--no Irish heroes here).
Unfashionable, also, because those who were fashionable
(the aristocracy) are on their way out with the waning
spiral .
This poem,

aptly titled, contains gyres within gyres.

Images, such as the owl and the polecat, set up this dia
lectic as do phrases like "tragic joy."

The use of Emped

ocles as a symbol insists that we note that he also de
veloped a theory of historical spheres of which Yeats was
well aware.52

The repetition of phrases like "The Gyrel

the gyrel" and "What matter?" set up another cycle.
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"The

1-

Gyres," i s not alone in Yeats'

poetry in setting up a

rhythm that builds suspense found

most notably in his

historical poems. Finally, there is the large gyre of the
poem that ushers in a new age and takes out the old.
In this last poem, the gyre is not as successful as in
previous poems because its use is far too obvious from the
title, to the repetion of the phrase, "The gyresl," in the
first line to ending the poem with another mention of the
gyre.

While you can stil 1 read "The Gyres" more than once

and not derive all the built in meanings, it does not
possess the subtle nuances of poems like "A Dialogue of
Self and Soul."

There is, also, no longer any reference to

spiritual things with "The Gyres," which constitutes a
g reat loss. While Y ea ts still finds mov ement in his
opposing forces, he has eliminated a vital element in his
poetry.
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CHAPTER IV--CONCLUSION

Yeats felt the gyre was vital as a poetic and personal
symbol, and he used it

in many of his poems. Tracing the

development of the symbol has resulted in three main con
clusions.
First, Yeats

tried to find, in

these poems, a resolu-

tion of opposites in his two intersecting gyres. He looked
for such a reconciliation in his gyre poems, for it is the
nature of the cones to balance

at a middle point; however,

he was not always successful in his effort.
where he failed was in "Easter 1916. 11

One instance

Yeats attempted to

reconcile "terrible beauty," but in the end there is only a
feeling of loss and hopelessness .

He was attempting to

resolve the distan ce between those who spent their lives
dying for their cause and those who lived their lives.
Part of the reason he was unsucces sful in this effort was
that he was so emotionally distraught by the tragic events
in Ireland at the time that he felt resolution of the
problems was impossible, so it's not a poetic flaw as much
as a personal judgment.
"The Magi" and
g et her .

11

That, too, remained unresolved.

The Dolls," on the other hand, work to-

One poem can b e read and understood without the

other, but they

complement each other.
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Yeats achieved a

balance in them as independent and interdependent poems.
Balance of a different kind was found in "A Dialogue of
Self and Soul." The resolution was not between "Self" and
" Soul"; instead, "Self" found a balance in accepting the
positive and negative aspects of life, where "Soul" pre
ferred t o shut out the negative, earthly distractions and
concentrate only on the spiritual virtues. In "Solomon and
the Witch," Solomon and Sheba strove for the perfect moment
when the physical and spiritual would come together, and it
seems they suceeded, for the cockerel crew.

But perfection

is short-lived.
Secondly, in most cases, Yeats chooses the physical
world over the spiritual world.

When Yeats was a young

writer, he wrote romantic, twilight poetry, and faeries and
sprites were often the subject. Much of this poetry was
other-worldly,
dreamer.

as

Yeats played the role of the poet

As he grew older, he became more concerned with

the here-and-now, a transition common for most people in
later years, and Yeats became the poet-prophet.
case, however, the transition was not absolute.

In Yeats'
He kept

his interest in other-worldliness for his entire life,
often attending seances and pursuing astrology, automatic
writing, and meditation.

His

belief in reincarnation as-

sumed that there was another plane where we exist only as
spiritual beings, but at the same time, it put the emphasis
back onto earth, for it is here where we make our mistakes,
learn our lessons, and try again.
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"A Dialogue of Self and

S oul" is the best example of Yeats' insistence that finally
our earthly lives are most important.
word in

the poem,

"Self" has the last

indicating that the physical

realm is

where we should be concentrating our efforts, for our time
in the spiritual wor l d would come as a result of our pa
tience here on earth.

Earth's virtues (as well as its

failings) are brought out in "S ailing to Byzantium," for,
while the old man in the poem prefers to become immortalized as if

on a Grecian ur n, af ter complaining bitterly

because he feels his body has

betrayed him, he ultimately

chooses to spend eternity singing of the earth's past,
present, and future.

On a more negative note, "The Second

Coming" denies that rel igion wil l save us, as the "rough
beast . • • slouches towar ds Bethlehem."

Yeats has again,

temporarily, lost faith in society, but even here, the poem
ends with an acknowledgement that what happens on earth is
what affects us.

By the time Yeats writes "The Gyres,"

there is no mention of anything spiritual.
Thir dly, the frequency with which Yeats used the gyre
changed o v er his career, as the gyre grew more complex.
There does not seem to be a patter n

in the different

interpret ations of the gyre, but there is a distinct pat
tern in the frequency of its use.

Yeats used the gyre more

frequently and with greater complexity after his marriage
in 1917 and the writing of A Vision,

Of the poems studied

in this paper, five were written after 1917.

The earliest

poem citing the gyre, "The Two Trees," only mentions the
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symbol without using it in any emphatic manner.

Yeats had

begun to use the idea in a more varied manner by the time
he wrote "The Dolls" and "The Magi."

"Solomon and the

Witch" uses the gyre to suggest sexual relationships, in a
more obvious manner, but there are more layers of meaning
to decipher than previously. With "The Second Coming," the
gyre gains more importance as it represents religion, politics, society and history.

Finally, in "The Gyres," it

becomes the subject of a poem.
Finally, for many reasons touched upon already, "The
Second Coming" succeeds on more levels than the other
poems.

E ven though it is one of the few poems that actu -

ally mentions the gyre- -"Turning and turning in the widen
ing gyre, / The falcon cannot hear the falconer" --it very
subtly

draws the reader into the poem, even as the gyre

slowly widens.

This image of the "widening gyre" sets up

the themes of society losing control and the historical
gyres, and Yeats builds a rhyth m in this poem that gains
momentum.

By the poem's close, the reader has experienced

the gyre's cyclical, almost hypnotic, movements.
In conclusion,

Yeats was a brilliant poet whose

interest in the gyre as a poetic symbol went beyond a
crafts man ' s tool.

It was a fascination of dialectical

opposites that remained with him his entire life.

Ellmann

quotes Yeats as saying: "'Now the art I long for is also a
battle, but it takes place in the depths of the soul • . .
It is the struggle of the dream with the world • . • and
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the

greater

Yeats,

the

contest,

the greater the art. 1 n53

it was the struggle that was important,

resolution.
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For

not the
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